Quiet libraries are better for learning.
Healthy environments contribute to high quality healthcare.
Comfortable resorts improve the guest’s experience.
The first step to determining
what’s best for your building is to target your objectives.
LMS Building Systems is the next step.

WE CREATE COMFORT.
lmses.com
3036 S. Valley View
Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89102
lmses.com
main: 702.876.7530
fax: 702.876.5106

HVAC Service
Equipment
Integrated Controls
Parts
Boilers
Energy

HVAC Service

LMS is at your “service” with the intent to provide
significant energy savings over time. Our skilled
technicians have the know-how to diagnose,
problem-solve, and maintain all major systems in
brands across heating, cooling, air quality,
controls, and more.
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We’re in the business of making customers,
vacationers, tenants, patients, students,
employees, & visitors comfortably happy.
We’re in it together.
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Whether you’re installing new equipment,
maintaining an existing system or completely
upgrading the infrastructure, LMS can provide
the equipment, resources, and expertise in
HVAC, boilers, controls, air quality, and energy
management.

Hospitals

We all want to breathe clean air. Indoor
pollution sources (i.e., biological pollutants,
pesticides, tobacco smoke) that carry and
release gases or particles into the air are the
primary cause of indoor air quality problems.
LMS’ integrated advanced solutions improve
air quality and help you and your
occupants breathe with peace of mind.
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Buildings should support the
people inside. The occupant
experience impacts virtually any
outcome that depends on people’s
performance.

HVAC Equipment

Sports Arenas

Integrated Controls
Sustainability = carefully aligning
both environmental and
economic objectives.
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Energy Services

WE CREATE COMFORT.
Indoor Air Quality

We offer building automation across a wide
range of HVAC equipment manufacturers and
design applications. They are engineered to be
user-friendly and to help building owners
efficiently achieve their desired temperature,
humidity, and ventilation. Our systems
integration approach incorporates fully open
BACnet-compliant controls in accordance with
ASHRAE Std. 135.

Schools

Boiler Services
q
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We help you understand how energy is affecting your
organization. Our “virtual technician” delivers
actionable outcomes based on the operational data
collected from your building systems. This insight
defines a path to addressing the issues that matter
most and the action to take to improve comfort,
increase performance, reduce energy use, maximize
the risk of failure, and save money.

Maintaining your boiler and its system
components will significantly extend the
life of your equipment and ensure
effective energy usage, while providing
comfort for your occupants.

The right part can make all the
difference, but knowledgeable
advice? Now, that’s golden.
For nearly half a century, LMS has
been selling parts and helping
customers get the most from their
systems by carrying a wide range
of products from a variety of
manufacturers.

Retail

HVAC Parts & Supplies
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Museums

Casino/Resorts

